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Abstra t

Current ontrol for pre ise positioning ontrol requires a urate urrent signals. However, urrent measurement error
in luding urrent metering error and quantization error is unavoidable in digital ontrol. In this paper, an approa h
of determining the optimal resolution of A/D onverter to redu e the quantization e e ts is presented by taking into
a ount the statisti al properties of the urrent metering error. The e e tiveness of the proposed method is veri ed by
experiments using a high-pre ision stage.
urrent measurement, quantization, dither, analog-to-digital onverter, urrent ontrol
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1.

Introdu tion

y

Pre ise urrent measurement is essential for urrent ontrol and sensorless ontrol to produ e high stati and dy2
nami performan e of a motor drive systems. As the ur
x
rent measurement error is introdu ed into the ontrol systemPSfrag repla ements
by urrent sensors and analog-to-digital onverters, the real
 3
2 2
urrent signals of a motor are not guaranteed to follow the
referen e values even when the measured urrent an follow
them exa tly. This would ause torque ripple and deteriorate
the ontrol performan e espe ially at low load . Therefore, understanding and suppressing the urrent measurement error have attra ted a great deal of attention
.
Fig.1. Quantization hara teristi .  is the quantization
Current measurement error an be lassi ed into the mestep.
tering error and the quantization error. The metering error,
whi h is aused by thermal drift, d o set and s aling ina ura y, is introdu ed into ontrol loop by urrent sensors and
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se other analog devi es in the measuring system. The quan- tion 2 presents some important theorems referring to quantitization error arises be ause the analog urrent signal may zation and dither. The urrent measurement is analyzed and
assume any value within the input range of the A/D on- the approa h of determining the optimal resolution of A/D
verter while the output data is a sequen e of nite pre ision
onverter is presented in Se tion 3. Se tion 4 demonstrates
samples. Quantization error behaves as highly olored noise the e e tiveness of the approa h via experiments. Finally,
and annot be ignored in many ases. For example, it is reon lusion is given in Se tion 5.
ported that quantization error an a e t the a ura y of the
Preliminaries
motor position estimation for sensorless ontrol when high
frequen y signal inje tion method is used .
An ideal A/D onverter is a nonIt is known that white noise is easier to deal with than linear devi e having a stair ase-type I/O relation, as shown
other olored noise be ause it ontains equal power at any in Fig. 1. The amplitude of an input signal is arbitrary and
enter frequen y. Many methods, su h as Kalman lter and the possible amplitude of output signal is ountably nite
LQG ontroller design methods, are studied based on the as- number of values. Assuming that the input is always within
sumption that the noises introdu ed to the system are white. the measurement range of A/D onverters, the onverter an
Motivated by this perspe tive, in this paper, dithering te h- be expressed in terms of the input x and the quantization
niques are applied to analyze the e e ts of urrent measure- step  as
ment error. Dither, whi h is an intentionally applied form
x
noise, an de orrelate signal-dependent noise, has been a + 12 ;                               (1)
Q(x) = b

tively resear hed to suppress the quantization e e ts on audio or video signal pro essing . It is indi ated that by where Q() is denoted as the quantizing operation. The
treating the urrent metering error as a sort of dither, the quantization error is de ned by
quantization error an be whitened if a proper resolution of

q =y
x
A/D onverter is applied.
(2) (3)

(1) (4) (5)

2.

(4)

2.1

Quantization

(6) (7)
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Fig.3. Dithering systems. (a) Subtra tively dithered system; (b) Nonsubtra tively dithered system. x is the system
input, and y is the system output.

=y x
= Q(x +  ) (x +  )
= q(x +  );                                     (6)
where  denotes the dither. As reported in , the statistial properties of the dither  an be hosen to ontrol the
properties of the total error e without in reasing its varian e.
However, the requirement of syn hronous dither subtra tion
at the system output annot always be implementable in
pra ti al situations. It is for su h reason, nonsubtra tively
dithered te hnique introdu ed in the following is of interest.
In the nonsubtra tively dithered system, the total error e
an be expressed by
e=y
x
= Q(x +  ) x
= q(x +  ) + :                                 (7)
The total error is not simply the quantization error, but also
involves the dither. It is shown that the following result an
be obtained :
In an nonsubtra tive dithering system, E [eljx℄
is independent of the distribution of the input x for l =
1; 2; :::; M if and only if the hara teristi fun tion of the
dither, P , satis es the ondition that
e

(b)
Fig.2. Example of quantization feature. (a) shows the input signal and its frequen y hara teristi , (b) shows the
quantized output signal and its frequen y hara teristi .

= Q(x) x;                                    (2)
where y is the output. q is dependent of x unless x satis es
the so- alled band-limited ondition, whi h is also referred to
as the "Quantization Theorem" . The band-limitedness
assumption on the input is not satis ed universally. Generally, the quantization error is dependent of input x. Although q is usually highly olored, its lassi al model treats
it as a random pro ess with a probability density fun tion
(pdf)
(10)

1





2 <   2                   (3)
( ) = 0; ; otherwise
:
Based on this kind of treatment, the mean and the varian e
of the quantization error are
E [q ℄ = 0;                                        (4)
2 2 :                                     (5)
E [q ℄ =
12
This treatment is valid for omplex input signals whose
amplitudes are large ompared to the quantization step .
It fails atastrophi ally for small or simple signals. The quantization feature of an ideal A/D onverter with the quantization step  = 0:5 is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows
the sine wave input signal (left) and its frequen y hara teristi (right), and Fig. 2(b) shows the quantized output
signal (left) and its frequen y hara teristi (right). From
the frequen y hara teristi of quantized output, it is observed that many sharp peaks fall at multiples of the input
sine wave frequen y, indi ating a strong orrelation between
the quantization error and the system input.
Dither, whi h is an intentionally applied
form noise and an de orrelate signal-dependent noise, has
been wildly applied in the past fty years to suppress the
quantization e e ts on audio or video signal pro essing
. There exist two ar hetypes of dithering systems:
subtra tively dithered system and nonsubtra tively dithered
system. S hemati s of these systems are shown in Fig. 3. In
the subtra tively dithered system, the total error is given by


pq 

(7)

2.2

Dither

(6) (7) (11)

(6)

(7)

Theorem:

i

(u) u=k== 0 for k = 1; 2; 3; :::;       (8)
where i = 0; 1; 2; :::; M 1. The hara teristi fun tion of a
random variable is the Fourier transform of its probability
density fun tion, whi h is de ned by
d P
d ui

( ) =

P u

Z

1

1

()

p  e

2

j u

d:

                    (9)

Based on this theorem, the moments of the total error is
shown as follows:
E [e℄ = E [ ℄;                                    (10)
2
2 2 ;                            (11)
E [e ℄ = E [ ℄ +
12
bm=
2    2l
X
m
 E [ m 2l ℄ ;           (12)
m
E [e ℄ =
2l 2
2l + 1
l=0
where m = 1; 2; :::; M .
It is shown in that triangular-pdf dither of 2-LSB peakto-peak amplitude
(8)
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Fig.4. The output signal by applying nonsubtra tive
dither te hnique and its frequen y hara teristi .
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Fig.5. Path of urrent measurement.
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Fig.6. Model of the urrent measurement:  is the metering error, and q is the quantization error.
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0 <              (13)

0;
otherwise;
is unique and optimal in the sense that it renders the total
error be spe trally white while minimizing its se ond moment error E [e2 ℄. A ording to al ulation, the mean and
the varian e of a dither with the triangular-pdf (13) is
E [ ℄ = 0;                                       (14)
2 2 :                                    (15)
E [ ℄ =
6
Therefore, the mean and the varian e of the total error e are
E [e℄ = 0;                                       (16)
2 2 :                                    (17)
E [e ℄ =
4
Fig. 4 shows the results of applying nonsubtra tive dithering
te hnique. The input signal and the quantization step are
the same as the signal shown in Fig. 2(a). The aforementioned triangular-pdf dither (13) is used. From the gure
of frequen y hara teristi , Surprising as it may seem, the
output signal sounds like to be omposed of the ideal input
signal and a onstant white noise. The results should be
ompared with those in Fig. 2.
:

3.

Analysis of Current Measurement

In this se tion, rstly, the urrent measurement for digital
urrent ontrol is analyzed. Then, the dithering te hniques
presented in the previous se tion are applied to determine
the optimal resolution of A/D onverters.
Fig. 5 shows the typi al path of the urrent measurement . Currents, transdu ed to the voltage signal by urrent sensors, are transformed into digital values via A/D
(12)

Fig. 7. The experimental setup.
Table 1. Parameters of stage
Indu tan e L
6:4  10 3
H
Resistan e R
13:1
Mass M
14:3
kg
Vis osity B
24
N=(m=s)
Thrust oeÆ ient Kt
26:5
N=A
Ba h-EMF onstant Ke
9:5
V =(m=s)

onverters after amplitude ampli ation and noise ltering.
During this pro edure, the metering error and the quantization error are introdu ed to the ontrol system. The blo k
diagram of urrent measurement is shown in Fig. 6. The
metering error, denoted by , is aused by thermal drift,
d o set and s aling ina ura y of the analog devi es. The
quantization error arises be ause of A/D onverters is applied as onverting analog signal to digital signal. Without
loss of generality, the real urrent value is assumed to be
within the measuring range of urrent sensors, whi h means
that the metering a ura y is guaranteed. The quantization
step  an be de ned by
 = 2NIb0 1 ;                                     (18)
where the measurement range of urrent sensor is set as I0 ,
and Nb is the resolution of an A/D onverter. Based on the
nonsubtra tive dither theory, it is easy to ome out that the
metering error should have positive e e ts on redu ing the
quantization e e ts aused by A/D onverters. The following
is a hieved:
Suppose that the metering error  is zeromean and its probability density fun tion is a triangular-pdf
with the varian e of V , the optimal resolution of the orresponding A/D onverter in the sense of a hieving independent measurement error is
i
h
I0
+
1
;                           (19)
Nb = log2 p
6V
where [℄ means the operation of round-o .
This is easy to be proved from the perspe tive of adjusting
the quantization step  to " t" the metering error  so that
the quantization noise an be whitened.
It will be illustrated in next se tion that the distribution
of the metering error  an be approximated to triangularpdf noise in pra ti al situation. In addition, it is reported
in that a noise with Gaussian distribution is also e e tive
on suppressing the quantization e e ts.
Proposition

Proposition:

(9)

4.

Experiments

In this se tion, the method of determining optimal A/D
3/5
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Fig. 10. Position referen e.

onverters from the viewpoint of dither te hniques are veri ed via experiments by using a high-pre ision stage. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7, whose parameters
are shown in Table. 1. The stage is driven by linear motors and the position information is measured by linear enoder with the resolution of 1 nm. U-phase and W-phase
urrents are measured by FA-050PV with the range of I0 =
50A. The A/D onverters whose resolution is 14-bit is exploited. VSPTC with SRC method is used to design position&speed ontrollers to generate urrent referen e. Ve tor
ontrol method is applied for urrent ontrol and pole-zero
an ellation ontroller is used. The blo k diagram of ontrol
system is shown in Fig. 8.
Firstly, the metering error is measured by the 14-bit A/D
onverter. Its histogram plot is shown in Fig. 9. It is observed that the metering error an be approximated with
triangular-pdf noise. Based on the data, the varian e of the
urrent metering error is V = 1:1218  10 4 . A ording to
(19), the optimal resolution of A/D onverter is
(13)





= log2 pI60V + 1 = [11:9123℄ = 12:
For omparison, the resolution of the A/D onverter is also
dropped to 12-bit and 10-bit by software in the following
experiments.
In the setup, the target traje tory of motion is shown in
Fig. 10. A/D onverters with resolution of 10-bit, 12-bit and
14-bit are implemented, respe tively. In order to a hieve real
urrent signals, two high-pre ise urrent probes (Tektronix
A622) are also used. The experiment results are shown in
Fig. 1116. In all these gure, the dashed line shows the
results obtained by 10-bit ADC, the solid line shows the reNb
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Fig.9. Histogram plot of the metering error by using an
A/D onverter with the resolution of 14-bit.

Fig.11. Comparison of the measured urrents (U-phase
urrents).
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Fig.12. Comparison of the real U-phase urrents (upper)
and the urrent tra king error (lower).

sults obtained by 12-bit ADC, and the dot-dashed line shows
the results obtained by 14-bit one. Fig. 11 shows the omparison of U-phase measured urrent signals: the signals after the A/D onversion. These signals are used as feedba k
signals, respe tively. Fig. 12 shows the omparison of real
urrent signals (upper part) and the urrent tra king errors
(lower part). The fast-Fourier-transform analysis of the urrent tra king error is shown in Fig. 13. It is observed that
the amplitude of urrent tra king error is almost the same
over whole range of frequen ies, whi h means that the error
is whitened. The fast Fourier transform analysis of d,q-axis
urrent are shown in Fig. 1415. The position tra king errors are shown in Fig. 16. It is observed that the A/D onverter with resolution of 12-bit obtained at least the same
performan e with 14-bit ADC. The omparison of average
tra king error is shown in Table 2. These results also indi ate
that white noise has smaller e e ts on ontrol performan e
ompared with other olored noise.
5.

Con lusion

In this paper, some signi ant theorems on quantization
and dithering te hniques are reviewed. The urrent measurement for digital urrent ontrol is analyzed. It is illustrated
that by the use of A/D onverters having a suitably hosen resolution, the quantization noise an be whitened by
the urrent metering error as well as the varian e of total
4/5

measurement error is minimized. Based on the view of this
point, the optimal resolution of A/D onverters an be determined. The e e tiveness of this perspe tive is veri ed by
experiments using a high-pre ision stage.
−1

amplitude [A]

10

10−bit

12−bit

14−bit

−2

10

Table 2. The RMS of tra king error
14-bit 12-bit 10-bit
tra king er- 2.1634 2.1485 2.5265
ror (m)
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Fig.13. The FFT analysis of the U-phase urrents tra king error.
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Fig. 14. FFT analysis of the d-axis urrents error.
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